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Abstract—Gossip protocols are designed to operate in very
large, decentralised networks. A node in such a network bases
its decision to interact (gossip) with another node on its partial
view of the global system. Because of the size of these networks,
analysis of gossip protocols is mostly done using simulations,
that tend to be expensive in computation time and memory
consumption.
We employ mean-field approximation for an analytical evaluation of gossip protocols. Nodes in the network are represented
by small identical stochastic models. Joining all nodes would
result in an enormous stochastic process. If the number of nodes
goes to infinity, however, mean-field analysis allows us to replace
this intractably large stochastic process by a small deterministic
process. This process approximates the behaviour of very large
gossip networks, and can be evaluated using simple matrix-vector
multiplications.

I. I NTRODUCTION
We consider large-scale networks where a large number
of nodes interacts. In such networks, gossip protocols have
shown to be a sensible paradigm for developing scalable and
reliable communication mechanisms. For instance, information
can be spread in a large-scale network if nodes periodically
contact each other in a random fashion, and exchange their
local information. When a large number of nodes interacts
in a connected environment, various phenomena emerge that
cannot be explained in terms of the behaviour of a single node.
Therefore, we are interested in going from a detailed local
model at node level to an abstract global model of the system.
To study the emergent behaviour of gossip protocols demands the consideration of large-scale networks [1]. Thus, the
analysis of gossip protocols with automated tools is hard – it
is, for example, beyond the capabilities of current probabilistic
model-checking tools [2]. In this paper, we show that meanfield analysis is well suited for a formal evaluation of gossip
protocols. The stochastic process representing the modelled
system converges to a deterministic process if the number of
nodes goes to infinity, providing an approximation for large
numbers of nodes.
A preliminary version of this paper appeared in [3]. Notably,
Sec. IV of the current paper presents an analysis of basic GTP,
whereas [3] restricted the analysis to only the hop-count metric
within basic GTP.
This paper is further organised as follows. Sec. II gives
a brief overview of the gossip paradigm, and explains an
instance of such a protocol, that is, a basic version of the

gossiping time protocol (GTP). In Sec. III, we describe the
necessary mean-field theory, and devise a simple analytical
model for gossip-based information dissemination as an illustrative example. In Sec. IV we present an analysis of basic
GTP using the mean-field convergence result from Sec. III.
Sec. V discusses related work. Sec. VI concludes our paper.
II. G OSSIP P ROTOCOLS
Gossip-based protocols (sometimes referred to as epidemic
protocols) are appealing in large-scale decentralised systems.
In these protocols, nodes exchange data in a random fashion:
a node chooses with some probability a peer to exchange
information with. The gossip concept has originally been
proposed for the analysis of database replication schemes [4].
A. A Generic Gossip Protocol
Figure 1 illustrates the skeleton of a generic gossip-based
protocol. Each node has a local state s and executes two
different threads, an active and a passive one. The active thread
periodically initiates a state exchange with a random peer p by
sending it a message containing the local state s, after which
it waits for a response. The passive thread waits for a message
sent by an initiator and replies to it with its local state. The
random peer selection is based on the set of neighbours as
determined by a membership protocol (e.g., [1]).
while true do
wait (∆t time units)
p ← RandomPeer();
prepare(s);
send s to p;
sp ← receive(·);
s ← Update(s, sp );

while true do
sp ← receive(·);
prepare(s);
send s to sender(sp );
s ← Update(s, sp );

(a) active thread

(b) passive thread

Fig. 1.

The skeleton of a gossip protocol

For a pair of nodes A and B, where A is the active node
and B is the passive one, we describe the protocol from the
point of view of each participating node. In particular, node A
picks a neighbour B at random (method RandomPeer()) after
a not necessarily constant time span of length ∆t, and initiates
the state exchange (gossip) with it. It does so by sending (a
part of) its local state s to B, and waits for B’s response.

Upon receipt of the response, node A updates its local state
(according to the method Update(s, sp )). In response to being
contacted by A, node B sends (part of) its local state to A and
updates its local state accordingly (method Update(s, sp )).
Method Update is protocol specific. It updates the local
state of a node based on the previous local state, and the
state information received from the random gossip partner. In
gossip-based information dissemination protocols (as in, e.g.,
distributed news service protocols [5], [6]), a finite list of data
items (e.g., news items), called the cache, composes the local
state of a node. The generic operation prepare(s) in Figure 1
is replaced by an operation s ← RandomItems(). The method
Update merges the list of old items with the list of received
items. The measures of interest of these protocols include the
number of copies of a data in the network after some time
and the amount of time needed for the data to spread in the
network. In gossip-based membership management protocols,
a finite set of peer addresses, called the partial view, comprises
the local state of a node. The method Update (as in [7], [8])
creates a new state through a sample of the union of the old
and the received views. The performance metrics of these
protocols include a distribution of the partial view size, the
number of nodes reached in the presence of nodes failures. In
probabilistic broadcasting (e.g., [9]), the state of a node is a
flag that records whether the node is infected. Method Update
sets the state to infected if the received state is infected. The
performance of these protocols can be measured in, e.g., the
time until all nodes receive the broadcast message. In gossipbased distributed aggregation (e.g. [10]), the state of a node is
a numeric value, which can be any parameter of the environment, such as a temperature or the current load. All values
at nodes contribute to an aggregate value, computed using
some aggregation function, for instance, average, sum, etc. The
method Update simply returns the result of the aggregation
function. For these protocols, a general measure of interest
is the convergence of results of the aggregation function, but
other measures depend on the aggregation function chosen.
We refer to [11] for a thorough survey on gossip applications.
The state exchange between nodes can be implemented as
one of the following policies: only the node that initiates a
gossip sends state information to its partner (push), a nodeinitiator requests state data from its gossip parter (pull), both
nodes send their state information to each other (push-pull).
B. Gossiping Time Protocol
Protocols based on epidemic and gossip concepts have
found various practical applications [11], including non traditional gossip applications [12], such as gossip-based clock
synchronisation. The Gossiping Time Protocol (GTP) [13],
[14] is a self-managing gossip time synchronisation protocol
for peer-to-peer networks.
The protocol operates in a network of nodes, each of which
equipped with a local clock, and assumes the presence of at
least one node with accurate and robust time in the network.
Time is disseminated throughout the network by letting nodes
periodically gossip their clock samples. That is, each node

periodically selects (initiates a gossip with) a random peer
from the network to exchange time information with. The
initiating period is determined by a value of the gossip delay
parameter, which is the current delay between subsequent
gossip interactions. The nodes subsequently exchange their
local settings such that afterwards the node with the worsequality time has adopted the higher-quality time of the other
node. The protocol assumes a presence of the peer-sampling
service [1], which allows a node to contact a uniformly
randomly selected alive node.
In basic GTP, the quality of the time sample at a node is
based on the distance from the time source to the node (hop
count metric), that is, the number of nodes on the synchronisation path from the node to the time source. The time source
has hop count equal to 0. Completely unsynchronised nodes
have a hop count ∞. A gossiping node rejects the time sample
if the hop count of its gossip partner is not smaller than its
own. Furthermore, a node adopts a time sample if it has not
been synchronised for a long time. That is, if the difference
between the last update and the current time is larger than a
timeout period, then a node accepts a time sample even though
it may degrade its time quality (with respect to the hop count
metric). Concisely, if the node decides to accept the sample,
it synchronises its clock, and updates the values of the local
variables. Namely, the node records the value of current time
as the time of the last clock update, and sets the hop count to
the value of the gossip partner hop count incremented by one.
The GTP protocol parameters described above are stored as
the following local variables, according to [14]: a gossip delay
as GOSSIPING_DELAY, a time of the last clock update as
LAST_UPDATE, a hop count as TS_DISTANCE, a timeout
as _STANDALONE_PERIOD_.
Furthermore, each node may decide to adapt a rate at which
it initiates a timestamp exchange (gossip frequency) based on
its local settings. For instance, the better synchronised the node
is, the lower the gossip frequency it may assume. In doing so,
the gossip frequency gradually decreases when the network is
synchronised and stable. Note that dynamic gossip frequency
is beyond basic GTP.
Our goal is to show how a mean-field framework can be
applied to gossip protocols, on the example of the basic
GTP protocol. That is, nodes execute basic GTP based on
an immediate clock adjustment model, and change gossip
frequencies, depending on a gossip delay. For the original
protocol and its design details, we refer to [13], [14].
III. M EAN -F IELD M ODELLING AND C ONVERGENCE
This section introduces the theory needed to apply mean
field results to gossip protocols. We stay close to the presentation in [15] but change notations when appropriate and
simplify things if possible in the gossip context.
A. Modelling and Convergence Result
A discrete-time Markov chain (DTMC) is a stochastic
process {Y (t) | t ∈ N} that takes values in a countable state
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space S. A DTMC obeys the Markov property, that is, the
next state is independent of the past, given the present state:
Pr{Y (t + 1) = j | Y (0) = i1 , . . . , Y (t) = it } =
Pr{Y (t + 1) = j | Y (t) = it }, il , j ∈ S.
We consider a system of N ∈ N interacting objects that are
identically defined. The object with index n ∈ {1, . . . , N } is
represented by the discrete-time stochastic process {XnN (t) |
t ∈ N} which takes values in the set S = {0, . . . , K − 1}
where K = |S| is the number of different states.
Example 1 In a gossip network, a node is represented by an
interacting object. As a running example we consider a simple
information dissemination protocol. A piece of information,
e.g., the current time, is forwarded through the net. A node can
be in one of two states: either it already has the information
(state 0) or it is not yet informed (state 1). Hence, the state
space for a node is S = {0, 1} with |S| = K = 2. Let m0
be a fraction of informed nodes, and pN (m0 ), the probability
of moving from state 1 to state 0. Figure 2 shows a graphical
representation of the state-transition diagram describing such
a node; the possible transitions and their probabilities will be
explained later in this section.
The complete system is composed of the N objects and is, consequently, also described by a discrete-time
stochastic process:

N
(t) . Its state space is S N which
Y N (t) = X1N (t), . . . , XN
has |S|N = K N elements. For the mean-field convergence
result we assume that we can not distinguish objects that are
in the same state. It then suffices to keep track of the fraction
of objects in each state. These fractions are collected in another
stochastic process M N (t) = (M0 (t), . . . , MK−1 (t)) called
the occupancy measure. Its elements are defined as

=

2+N −1
2−1


= N + 1.

The evolution of the system of interacting objects is described
by the local transition probabilities of each object. The next
state of any object does not only depend on the current state
of the object but also on the current occupancy measure m:
N
Pi,j
(m) = Pr{XnN (t + 1) = j | XnN (t) = i, M N (t) = m},
N
i, j ∈ S, m ∈ SM
.

These probabilities are the same for all objects. They are
gathered into the transition probability matrix P N (m). These
local transition probabilities determine the unique transition
probability matrix for the global system Y N (t), which is
a DTMC because its next state (=occupancy measure) only
depends on the current state.
Example 3 A node can only move from being uninformed
(state 1) to being informed (state 0). Afterwards it stays in state
0 forever, that is, it never forgets. Suppose that in each time
step a node A initiates a gossip interaction with probability g.
It randomly chooses a partner node B among the N − 1 other
nodes. If B is already informed and A is not, A moves to state
0, so that we model a simple pull protocol. Note that m0 is the
fraction of informed nodes in the system and m1 = 1−m0 the
fraction of uninformed nodes. The total probability for moving
from state 1 to state 0 equals
m0 · N
.
N −1
Here, m0 ·N is the number of informed nodes and m0 ·N/(N −
1) is the probability that a node chooses an informed node out
of the N − 1 possible nodes (it does not pick itself) as gossip
partner. The complete probability matrix is then given by


1
0
P N ((m0 , m1 )) =
.
pN (m0 ) 1 − pN (m0 )
N
pN (m0 ) = P1,0
((m0 , m1 )) = g ·

For the global system, the probability to move from a fraction
of m0 informed nodes to m00 informed nodes, for m00 ≥ m0 ,
equals
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where 1{XnN (t)=i} is 1 if XnN (t) = i and 0 otherwise.
N
Its state space SM
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(1)

elements (the number of ways to distribute N objects over the
K states they can be in). One state from this state space is
N
denoted m = (m0 , m1 , . . . , mK−1 ) ∈ SM
, where mi is the
fraction of nodes in the state i.

where m1 = 1 − m0 , m01 = 1 − m00 . This binomial expression
is composed of the number of possibilities to choose exactly the
“missing” (m00 −m0 )·N objects out of the m1 ·N uninformed
nodes, these then all have to take the transition to state 0, and
all other m01 · N nodes remain in state 1.
Consider now the occupancy measure M N (t) of the system
at a given finite time t ∈ N. Recall that M N (t) is a random

1

Theorem 1 (cf. [15]) Fix the initial occupancy measure to
be identical for all N ∈ N: M N (0) = µ(0). Define the limit
of the local probability matrix:

Pr{M0N (10) ≤ m0 }
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Distribution of M0N (10) for g = 0.1 and M N (0) = (0.01, 0.99)

variable. For a given initial occupancy measure mN
0 , there
are two ways to determine the distribution of M N (t): first,
we can calculate the transient distribution analytically at time
t, requiring t vector-matrix multiplications with a vector of
N
|. Second, we can employ discrete-event simulation to
size |SM
estimate the distribution. Often only discrete-event simulation
is possible since, for large N , the size of the state space
makes the analytical computation of the transient probabilities
practically infeasible. But even discrete-event simulation of
this large DTMC is expensive.
Example 4 Figure 3 shows the analytically computed (using
mean-field analysis) distribution of the fraction of informed
nodes at time t = 10, for gossip probability g = 0.1 and
initial occupancy measure M N (0) = (0.01, 0.99). Note that
the distribution is “more deterministic” for larger N .
We also simulated this simple dissemination protocol in a
round-based fashion similar to simulations in PeerSim [16]. In
one round, which equals one time step, each uninformed node
gossips with probability g and picks a random peer. If this
peer is already informed, the number of informed nodes for
the next round is increased by one. Using 10000 independent
runs for each curve, the resulting distributions for M0N (10)
are also shown in Figure 3.
At this point, the so-called mean-field convergence result
applies. It captures the limiting behaviour of the complete
system if the number of objects N goes to infinity and so
provides an approximation for the occupancy measure for large
N . The requirement is that for all local states i, j ∈ S, all
m ∈ RK and for N → ∞
N
Pi,j
(m) converges uniformly1 in m to some Pi,j (m),
which is a continuous function of m.

If this requirement is satisfied, the occupancy measure converges almost surely to a deterministic limit. This means that
in case N → ∞ for each local state i the fraction MiN (t) of
objects in state i at time t is known with probability one.
1 A sequence f
N of real valued functions converges uniformly with limit
f if for every ε > 0 there exists a natural number n such that for all x and
all N ≥ n we have |fN (x) − f (x)| < ε.

lim M N (t) = µ(t), with probability 1,

N →∞

that is, µ(t) is the deterministic limit occupancy measure for
N → ∞.
For large N we can now approximate the stochastic process
for the occupancy measure by this deterministic process.
Example 5 The limit of the probability to move from state 1
to state 0 is
p(m0 ) = lim g ·
N →∞

m0 · N
= g · m0 ,
N −1

which is continuous in m0 . The requirement for the application
of the mean-field convergence result is thus satisfied. If we set
µ(0) = (0.01, 0.99) and g = 0.1, the deterministic limit for
time t = 10 is
µ(10) = (0.0256, 0.9744)
computed by ten matrix-vector multiplications. It is indicated
by the vertical line for m0 in Figure 3.
B. A Methodology for the Mean-field Analysis of Gossip
Protocols
We summarise how mean-field analysis can be used for the
performance evaluation of gossiping protocols. Our methodology consists of the following steps:
Step 1 – Formal description: The formal specification
of a system helps to obtain not only a better (more modular)
description, but also a clear understanding and an abstract view
of the system. In general, it is hard to give a full specification
of a system or protocol under study. Such a study is usually
done on a simplified system model of the actual protocol:
one has to decide which characteristics of the protocol should
be studied, and which parameters of the protocol should be
modelled in order to study these characteristics. In order
to simplify the system model, assumptions should be made.
These assumptions should be supported by experimental study.
Step 2 – Identification of local states and transitions:
This step requires to identify the set S of local states of a node.
The states should reflect all relevant situations a node can be
in. Transitions between local states usually occur because of
gossip interactions.

Step 3 – Transition probabilities: The (local) transition
probabilities depend on the global state of the gossip network
model. The probabilities have to be investigated thoroughly. A
node might also behave intrinsically in a probabilistic way. At
the end of this step stands a directive of how to compute the
transition probability matrix depending on the current global
state.
Step 4 – Mean-field convergence requirements: Only if
the local transition probabilities converge appropriately for
N → ∞ we can successfully apply the mean-field convergence theorem.
Step 5 – Mean-field limit: Finally, we can compute the
mean-field limit for our model using Theorem 1. With the
obtained results we can test and compare different designs.
IV. A M EAN -F IELD M ODEL FOR BASIC GTP
A detailed description of basic GTP can be found in Sec.
II-B and in [13], [14]. This corresponds to Step 1 in our
methodology. Step 2 and Step 3 are accomplished in the following three subsections (IV-A–C). Section IV-D corresponds
to Steps 4 and 5.
A. State Space
The state of a node in a basic GTP network is given by
a triple (g, l, h). The first component g denotes the gossip
delay. When it is equal to zero a node initiates a gossip
interaction. The second component l represents a counter for
the last update. In GTP, the time of the last clock update is
stored and – if necessary – compared to the current time.
If the difference exceeds the standalone period, an update is
enforced. We replace it with a counter which is set to the
length of the standalone period at every update. Reaching zero,
a clock update is enforced at the next interaction. Finally, h is
the number of hops the timing information has travelled from
the time source.
Let Gmax be the maximal gossip delay, and let L be the
standalone period. We introduce H to be the maximal hop
count recorded. A node in a state with h = H has a hop
count of at least H. A node with h = ∞ is said to be
unsynchronised. The state space of single node then is
S = {0, . . . , Gmax } × {0, . . . , L} × {0, . . . , H, ∞},
which is of size |S| = (Gmax + 1)(L + 1)(H + 2).
B. Gossip Delay
Though basic GTP has a fixed gossip delay, we design the
model in such a way that it allows for the gossip delay to vary,
depending on the hop count of a node. We assume that there
is a function G : {0, . . . , H, ∞} 7→ {0, . . . , Gmax } that gives
the gossip delay G(h) for any hop count h.
C. Local Transition Probabilities
The behaviour of a single node is determined by its state and
the current occupancy measure m. In the sequel, we use a kind
of pattern matching notation: for example, (g, l, h | g > 0)
denotes any state where g > 0 while l and h are chosen

arbitrarily from their respective value sets. The expression
m(g,l,h|h<H) is an example for the abbreviation of a sum of
occupancy fractions, defined by
XX X
m(g,l,h|h<H) =
m(g,l,h) .
g

l

h<H

Time Sources: We begin with the description of the
behaviour of a time source, that is, a node in a state with h = 0.
Time sources never update their clock, hence, component l has
no meaning and we always set it to be L. If the gossip delay
is larger than zero (g > 0), we just decrement it by one. If it
is equal to zero, the gossip delay is reset to G(0).
N
P(g,l,0|g>0),(g−1,L,0)
(m) = 1
N
P(0,l,0),(G(0),L,0)
(m) = 1.

As one can see, time sources act independently of their
environment.
Active Nodes: If the gossip delay g of a node A is equal
to zero, it becomes active and initiates a gossip interaction
with a peer B randomly chosen from the remaining N − 1
nodes. In this interaction, the clock of A might get updated.
In GTP, an interaction is discarded if during its course there
has been another interaction leading to an update of the clock.
In the model we require that for each node only one interaction
can be active, otherwise we say that there is a collision. An
update can only take place if the interaction prevails, that is,
no collision occurs. After A has chosen a suitable peer B,
the probability nocN (m) that there is no collision is given by
the probability that all other active nodes select peers different
from A and B. The probability that a node chooses neither
A nor B (given that it does not try to interact with itself) is
(N − 3)/(N − 1). We consequently have
m(0,l,h) ·N −1

N −3
N
.
noc (m) =
N −1
We further have to distinguish between nodes with an enforced
update (l = 0) and those without. If an update is enforced, the
clock will be updated as long as the peer is synchronised,
having a hop count h0 different from ∞. If the update is
optional, the clock value is only changed if this does not
increase the hop count, that is, if h0 < h. In either case, the
new state after a successful update is (G(h0 + 1), L, h0 + 1).
The probability to select a passive peer with hop count h0
is m(g0 ,l0 ,h0 |g>0) · N/(N − 1) and so the probability of a
successful update is
N
P(0,0,h|h>0),(G(h
0 ),L,h0 +1) (m) =
m(g0 ,l0 ,h0 |g0 >0) · N
· nocN (m), ∀h0 < ∞,
N −1
N
P(0,l,h|l>0,h>0),(G(h
0 ),L,h0 +1) (m) =
m(g0 ,l0 ,h0 |g0 >0) · N
· nocN (m), ∀h0 < h.
N −1
Note that these probabilities are not correct if the new hop
count is H. Since H subsumes all hop counts of at least H,
the probability would be slightly different. We omit this special

case here and in the following presentation, though it has of
course been included in the model when computing the results.
It remains the case where the interaction does not lead to
an update of the clock. This can happen if (1) a collision
occurs when gossiping with a passive node, (2) an active
node is selected as peer, also leading to a collision, or (3) the
interaction has prevailed but the peer cannot provide a suitable
hop count. We again distinguish enforced and optional updates
and get the following probabilities.

N
P(g,l,h|g>0,l>0,h>0),(g−1,l−1,h)
(m) =
m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
· (1 − nocN (m))
 N −1

m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
+ 1−
N −1
m(0,l0 ,h0 |h0 ≥h) · N
· nocN (m).
+
N −1

D. Mean-Field Limits
N
P(0,0,h|h>0),(G(h),0,h)
(m)

=

m(g0 ,l0 ,h0 |g0 >0) · N
· (1 − nocN (m))
N −1
m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
+
N −1
m(g0 ,l0 ,∞|g0 >0) · N
+
· nocN (m),
N −1
N
P(0,l,h|l>0,h>0),(G(h),l−1,h)
(m) =
m(g0 ,l0 ,h0 |g0 >0) · N
· (1 − nocN (m))
N −1
m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
+
N −1
m(g0 ,l0 ,h0 |g0 >0,h0 ≥h) · N
+
· nocN (m).
N −1

The probability nocN (m) of having no collision converges
for N → ∞:
noc(m) = lim nocN (m)
N →∞
m(0,l,h) ·N −1

N −3
= e−2·m(0,l,h) .
= lim
N →∞ N − 1
For all the local transition probabilities the number of nodes
N only appears in the factor N/(N − 1) which has limit 1
for N → ∞, and in the expression nocN (m). The limiting
probabilities are thus easily obtained by removing the factor
N/(N − 1) from the expressions and by replacing nocN (m)
by the above limit noc(m).
E. Comparison with emulation results

Passive Nodes: A passive node with g > 0 has to be
contacted by an active peer with hop count h0 to be able to
update its hop count to h0 + 1. This happens with probability
m(0,l,h0 ) · N/(N − 1). The gossip delay is decreased by one in
all cases, shortening the time until the next gossip initiation.
Following the same line of argumentation as for active nodes,
the probabilities for successful interactions are
N
P(g,0,h|g>0,h>0),(G(h
0 +1),L,h0 +1) (m) =
m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
· nocN, (m), ∀h0 < ∞
N −1
N
P(g,l,h|g>0,l>0,h>0),(G(h
0 +1),L,h0 +1) (m) =
m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
· nocN (m), ∀h0 < h.
N −1

The probability of not updating the clock is again composed
of three terms: the probability of having a collision, the
probability of not being chosen as a peer at all, and the
probability of having an interaction with a peer not providing
a suitable hop count, as follows:
N
P(g,0,h|g>0,h>0),(g−1,0,h)
(m) =
m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
· (1 − nocN (m))
 N −1

m(0,l0 ,h0 ) · N
+ 1−
N −1
m(0,l0 ,∞) · N
+
· nocN (m),
N −1

In [14], emulation is used to explore how GTP behaves in
practice. For basic GTP a network of 1500 nodes is emulated
on a single workstation, using the local object passing implementation for communication. One node is a time source,
having hop count zero, all other nodes are not synchronised.
The gossip delay is fixed and independent of the state of a
node and set to 25 seconds. The maximum standalone period
is also set to 25 seconds.
Fitting our model to this scenario, we set the fraction of
nodes being a time source to 1/1500. We assume that one
step in the model corresponds to one second in the emulation.
This slightly overestimates the duration of a gossip interaction
which is reported to be in the sub-second range. The maximum
gossip delay is Gmax = 25 seconds and since it is fixed we
have G(h) = Gmax for any hop count h. The maximum delay
between two updates is L = 25 seconds. The maximum hop
count is chosen to be H = 15. A single node thus can assume
26 · 26 · 17 = 11492 states. The time source fraction starts off
with g = 12, that is, it initiates a gossip interaction for the
first time after 12 seconds. The unsynchronised nodes have
remaining gossip delays uniformly distributed between 0 and
Gmax . Figure 4(a) shows the evolution of the number of nodes
that are aware of the time source over time. A node becomes
aware of the time source existence when its hop count changes
to a finite value. For the mean-field model we have multiplied
the fraction of nodes with a hop count smaller than ∞ by
1500 to obtain the depicted curve. The curves of emulation and
analytical model proceed close to each other, both approaching
1500 after about 200 seconds, that is, after about 8 gossip
cycles.
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Comparison with emulation results (includes data from Figures 6.1(a), 6.5(b) and 6.6 in [14])

In Figure 4(b) we compare the evolution of the average
hop count when the number of time sources is multiplied
by 10 and 100, respectively. For the mean-field model, the
average hop count is computed for synchronised nodes only,
thus being a kind of underestimation as long as not all nodes
are aware of the time source existence. For the emulation we
do not know which formula was used to compute the average
hop count while there are unsynchronised nodes present. At
the beginning, the average hop count increases faster in the
emulation, however, mean-field model and emulation settle to
similar values. The change in the average hop count depends
logarithmically on the number of time sources.
Figure 4(c) finally shows the histogram of hop counts after
the protocol stabilises. For the mean-field curve we have taken
the distribution at time t = 600, neglecting the fact that there
are minor oscillations because of time source gossip. Taking
this into account, and the fact that we are not fully aware of
how the distribution was calculated for the emulation, there
is a close match between the emulation and the mean-field
result.
Figure 4 documents that the presented mean-field model
captures the main features of basic GTP. The evolution of
the hop counts in the considered scenario is quite precisely
represented. In the following we concentrate on the mean-field
model. We show further measures that were not considered
in the emulation experiments in [14] and also evaluate the
influence of varying the gossip delay.
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F. More properties of basic GTP
We stick to the scenario of the previous section. Following
Figure 4(c) we depict in Figure 5(a) the evolution of the
hop count distribution over the first 10 minutes. Each curve
corresponds to the fraction of nodes that have a hop count
of at most a given value. The distance between two curves
corresponds to the fraction of nodes that has exactly a given
hop count as shown exemplarily for a hop count of seven.
At the beginning, almost all nodes are unsynchronised
which results in the area to the left of the graph. Gradually,
the nodes acquire hop counts smaller than ∞. Since this
change originates from the time source, hop counts different
from ∞ are relatively small at first. Over time, the hop count
distribution settles to a quasi stable state, with – on average
– higher hop counts than at the moment the network got
fully synchronised. Figure 5(a) suggests that the hop count
distribution reaches a stable state. This is not completely
true, since there is a periodic disturbance whenever the time
source fraction gossips every 25 seconds. Figure 5(b) shows
the fraction of nodes having hop count zero, one, or two for
the time interval from 300 to 500 seconds. The fraction of
time sources (hop count 0) is constant since no node with a
hop count larger than zero can ever become a time source. The
fraction of nodes having hop count one oscillates: with each
time source gossip, the fraction increases abruptly, decreasing
gradually afterwards. Also for hop count two, there is still
a visible periodicity. The change is already very small, for
higher hop counts the periodicity effect wears off completely.
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Varying the static gossip delay

Figure 8(a) depicts the interaction activity per node over the
first 10 minutes. The nature of the mean-field model makes
it necessary to state interactions per node. Mapping back to
the original scenario, multiplying the indicated values with
1500 results in the total number per second. Interactions are
gossip attempts by nodes which have reached hop count zero.
The number stays constant due to the fact that we have a
constant gossip delay of 25 seconds. Only when the time
source fraction gossips, there is a small spike in the curve.
A collision occurs if there is more than one attempt of a
gossip interaction with a node. The number of collisions is
also constant, being a function of the number of interactions.
A change means that a node adjusts clock and hop count to
a different value. The hop count might be larger than before
if the update has been been forced by the last-update flag.
At the beginning, changes are rare, since most interactions
take place between unsynchronised nodes, not leading to any
updates. In the synchronisation phase, the number of changes
increases and finally settles down to a stable level. Because
of enforced updates there are always changes to be expected.
With upgrades we denote changes that actually lead to a better
hop count. Their number is of course smaller than the number
of changes, settling down to a positive number as well: as
long as there are ’downgrading’ changes because of enforced
updates, there will also be upgrading interactions in the sequel.
Finally we want to show the behaviour of the network when
the time source fails. We do this by initialising the network
with the state after 10 minutes (time t = 600), running with
a single time source and then redistributing the fraction of
nodes being a time source to all other states. Figure 5(c) shows
what happens to the hop count distribution in the following
10 minutes. As could be expected, nodes with a low hop count
die out over time, leaving all nodes at the chosen maximum
hop count of H = 15.
G. Different static gossip delays
With the next graphs we want to clarify the influence of the
gossip delay on the performance of the complete network. In
general, one expects that a higher gossip delay leads to a lower
synchronisation speed. On the other hand, it also implies less
communication. The question we asked ourselves was: can
a small gossip delay lead to a slower synchronisation than

a higher gossip delay because of too many interactions and,
subsequently, collisions?
Figure 6(a) shows the speed of synchronisation for gossip
delays between 1 and 6 seconds. In general, synchronisation
slows down with increasing gossip delay. But if nodes gossip
every other second, that is, if the gossip delay is one, the
synchronisation proceeds slower than for a delay of 2, 3, 4 or
5 seconds. In this case, collisions impede a fast dissemination
of the timing information through the network.
Figures 6(b) and 6(c) further substantiate this insight. In
6(b), the upper set of curves depicts the total number of
initiated interactions, the lower set shows the number of
interactions really leading to an upgrade. Even though with
a gossip delay of one second the total number of interactions
is highest, the number of upgrades is lower than for a gossip
delay of two seconds. Figure 6(c) documents that also the
average hop count for a gossip delay of one is higher than for
a gossip delay of two.
H. Dynamic adaptation of gossip delay
Our model allows to dynamically adapt the gossip delay to
the state of the system, that is, to its current hop count, via
the function G(h). Gradual GTP also offers this possibility,
thereby taking more parameters (not only the hop count) into
account. In line with the description in [14] we want a node to
gossip more often if its time has “bad quality”. For our model
that translates to a high hop count.
For this purpose we introduce a minimal gossip delay Gmin .
The gossip delay of a node is then set to

Gmin ,
h = ∞,
G(h) =
h
Gmax − b H+1
c · (Gmax − Gmin ), 0 ≤ h ≤ H.
Unsynchronised nodes initiate a gossip as often as possible
while a time source does so as seldom as possible. For all
other hop counts, the gossip delay spreads linearly between
Gmin and Gmax . Note that numerically a hop count of ∞ is
treated like H + 1.
We compare three cases: the scenario considered so far with
Gmin = Gmax = 25 seconds, a small range of gossip delays
with Gmin = 15 seconds and Gmax = 35 seconds, and a
large range with Gmin = 5 seconds and Gmax = 45 seconds.
Figure 7 depicts both the synchronisation speed (left set of
curves) and the average hop count (right set of curves) in the
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first 10 minutes. Since nodes with a high hop count have more
chances to upgrade if the range of the gossip delay is enlarged,
the synchronisation speed is increased as opposed to the static
gossip version. But this higher gossiping frequency of nodes
with a high hop count also leads to a slightly increased average
hop count.
Figure 8 compares the interaction activity of the three
scenarios. While for a static gossip delay the number of
interactions is independent of the state of the system, it
highly depends on the state if the gossip delay is computed
dynamically. In the beginning, when most of the nodes are
unsynchronised, there are many interactions, leading to faster
synchronisation. In the long run, the activity pattern settles to
similar values for all three scenarios, with a slightly increasing
number of interactions with increasing range of gossip delay.
With the conducted experiments we have shown how to
successfully derive a large variety of useful measures for basic
GTP using a mean-field model. While emulation like in [14]
requires the availability of suitable hardware and runs in realtime (20 minutes for most shown measures), the evaluation of
the mean-field model for a given parameter setting is done in
a couple of minutes.
V. R ELATED W ORK
The notion of “mean-field” is often used in the literature,
with different meanings. The mean-field concept was first
introduced in physics. It has been used in the context of
Markov chain models of systems like plasma and dense gases
where the strength of the interaction between particles is
inversely proportional to the size of the system. A particle

is seen as under a collective force generated by the other
particles in a continuous time and space setting. In the area
of communication networks, mean-field convergence results
have been applied in various forms to a variety of case studies,
including TCP connections [17], [18], [19], [20], HTTP flows
[21], bandwidth sharing [22], transportation networks [23],
swarm robotic systems [24], reputation determination [15],
queueing networks [25], [26], [27] and Internet congestion
control [28].
We are not familiar with prior work dealing with meanfield theory for the evaluation of gossip protocols. Previous
work on gossip protocols has used a notion of mean-value
and infinite limit (when the number of nodes N → ∞)
to simplify computation for their analysis. Notably in [29],
Bonnet studied the evolution of the in-degree distribution of
nodes executing the Cyclon protocol [7]. The states of the
associated Markov chain represent the fraction of nodes with
a specific in-degree distribution. From the designed Markov
chain he determined the distribution to which the protocol
converges. The author showed that the system converges by
constructing a generating function, a series whose coefficients
encode the in-degree distribution. The generating function then
enabled algebraic means to compute the mean value and the
standard deviation of the stationary distribution. Stojanovic et
al. [30] analysed and compared delay performance of network
coding and cooperative diversity in a single-hop wireless
network. The authors performed an asymptotic analysis (for
the number of nodes N → ∞) of the expected delay associated
with the broadcasting of a file consisting of a certain amount
of packets.
VI. C ONCLUSION
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The main motivation for developing a modelling methodology for gossip protocols is that, although these protocols
are appealing with respect to scalability, robustness, and
simplicity, it is hard to quantitatively predict the performance
according to a particular metric or analyse further possible
optimisations and limitations analytically.
We have demonstrated that mean-field analysis is suitable
for gossip protocols. The following premises enable mean-field
analysis:
• there is a very large number of identically behaving nodes
(symmetry property [31]);

•
•
•
•

there are no central servers or global resources;
the behaviour of a single node can be described in a local
way;
the number of states of a single node is small in comparison to the number of nodes;
transient measures (“at time t”) are of interest.

Extensions of the theory presented here would also allow
for the incorporation of a global memory, the failure or
entering/leaving of nodes [15], the employment of continuoustime models, and steady-state measures [32]. However, the
mean-field approach does not allow for the evaluation of a
centrally managed network, the separate modelling of one
single node or the inclusion of topographic information on
the network.
In this paper we considered two applications of gossip
protocols: along with the presentation of the necessary theory,
we developed a simple information dissemination model. The
suitability of the mean-field approximation method was shown
by comparing the results obtained by analytically solving the
resulting DTMC, by computing the mean-field limit, and by
simulating the system.
As a larger case study for an aggregating gossip protocol
we derived a mean-field model for basic GTP. It includes
the hop count metric and the constant gossip delay, and also
takes into account enforced updates due to the expiration of
the standalone period. We validated the fit of the mean-field
model matching it to emulation results taken from [14]. Then
we used the mean-field model to derive a large variety of
interesting measures, also considering dynamically adjusted
gossip delays.
As for future work, we plan to investigate mean-field
analysis for alternative stochastic models for the nodes, e.g., by
moving to the continuous-time context [32] or by introducing
non-determinism using Markov decision processes [33].
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